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Stressing after investing in the wrong LED?
More than ever we see clients being sold what
the supplier has on their shelf or what makes
them the most margin. By selecting a company
that doesn’t have any history or a full
understanding of LED technology and what it is
capable of, customers can invest unwisely.
Low Energy Designs don’t just manufacture LED
lighting, we provide the most efficient and
effective LED lighting solution to suit your
application!
We find that clients who have management companies looking after their maintenance are
reluctant to change to LED. Historically this has been because the management company knows
that if they were to change to an effective and efficient LED solution that they will either
dramatically reduce or negate the need for any maintenance. This restricts the management
company’s ability to make more money from the client by having unnecessary contractors on site
and maintenance costs are heavily reduced.
Low Energy Designs are a UK company, pick up the phone and we can provide you with a full
technical site survey, lighting design to suit you, return of investment, fully funded if required,
post customer support and optimisation all FREE of CHARGE as part as our service.

Here’s a few questions you need to ask your LED supplier BEFORE you buy;


Whose LEDs do you use in your products?



What is the LED manufacturer's LED performance rating and what is the rating of your LED
system or final product?



Does your product use LEDs that have been LM80 tested to demonstrate L70 life after 6,000
hours of test? If yes, can you share your LM80 data and life model that was used to
demonstrate the L70 life?



What type of testing do you perform to validate your product life and safe operation? Can
you share the test results?
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